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ABSTRACT 
Topological properties of a matrix equation of Sylvester type are considered. This 
equation is related to the block similarity between rectangular matrices, and the 
passage matrices in this equivalence relation are solutions. A local criterion for that 
similarity is exposed. The points of continuity of the map that associates with the 
coefficient matrices the solution space of that equation are determined. 
INTRODUCTION 
Throughout his paper we denote by C P x q the vector space over C of the 
p x q matrices with coefficients in C, by Gin(C) the linear group of degree n 
over C, and by I n the n X n identity matrix. 
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This work deals with the matrix equation 
z°] - xta ' = [° ' ° ]  
where [A i ,  Bi] ~ C " x (" + '') (i = 1,2) and X ~ C "x'', Y ~ C ' 'x ' ' ,  Z 
C mx'n. This matrix equation is connected with the block similarity relation 
between the matrices [A1, B 1] and [A 2, B 2] when X and Z are invertible 
matrices [9, Chapter 6]. This paper contains a local criterion for block 
similarity. It also includes an analysis of the continuity properties of the map 
that associates with the coefficient matrices of (1) the solution space of (1), 
with respect to the natural topologies. As preparation, we consider some 
results about optimization of integer-valued Sehur-eonvex functions defined 
on sets of partitions of an integer (see Marshall and Olkin [16, p. 54]). 
The local criterion for the block similarity extends a local criterion for the 
similarity of square matrices (see S. Friedland [7, Theorem 1.22.9, p. 95]). 
The key to this criterion is the fact that the usual criteria for similarity of two 
matrices can be weakened when the matrices are sufficiently close to one 
another. Proceeding with these ideas, we obtain, in a new way, a known 
characterization about the points of C" x (,, +,,,) that are structurally stable for 
the block similarity [18, Proposition 3.4]. 
The set of solutions (X, Y, Z) of Equation (1) forms a vector subspace .2 ~ 
of the space Lm, := C "xn x C ' 'x"  x C rex'''. We consider the metric space 
G(L,,,,,) of all subspaces of L ...... endowed with the gap metric (see [9, 
Chapter 13]). We consider in C" x (,, +,,) its natural topology. We characterize 
the points of continuity of the map that takes the coefficient matrices of (1) 
into the subspace £ f  of the solutions of (1). We review the corresponding 
results for the classical Sylvester equations AX - XA = 0 and AX - XB = 0 
(see [4]). In the proof of the theorems the lower semicontinuity of the 
function that takes a matrix M into rank M is fundamental. Furthermore, we 
need a formula that gives the dimension of the subspace .2 ~ in terms of the 
invariants for block similarity of [ A 1, B 1 ] and [ A2, B e ] (see [1, Theorem 2.2]). 
The continuity of dim S a with respect o S '~ in the gap metric, as well as 
other theorems about continuity of subspaces, which appear in the book on 
invariant subspaces by I. Gohberg, P. Lancaster, and L. Rodman, are likewise 
basic for us [9, Theorem 13.1.2, p. 389; Theorem 15.1.3, p. 446]. 
The organization of this article is as follows. In Section 0 we summarize 
basic definitions. In Section 1 we present some results about functions 
defined on sets of partitions of integers. In Section 2 there appears a local 
criterion for block similarity and a characterization f the points of C" x (,, + ,,,) 
that are structurally stable for this equivalence relation. In Section 3 we 
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characterize the points of continuity of four maps that take the coefficient 
matrices of equations of Sylvester type into the subspaces of their solutions. 
0. PREL IMINARIES  AND NOTATIONS 
It is well known that a partition is a finite or infinite sequence 
a = (al,a  . . . .  ) 
of nonnegative integers such that 
a I >/ a 2 >>. . . .  >~ al(a)  > 0 = al(a) + I . . . .  
where l(a) or leng(a) denotes the length of a. 
Let a and b be partitions and m = max{/(a), l(b)}. We will say that a is 
majorized by b, and we will write a -< b [16, p. 7] if 
and 
k k 
Ea i  <~ Eb i ,  
i=1 i=1 
• 
ai = ~.~ b i • 
i=1 i= l  
k=l  . . . . .  m- l ,  
We will say that a is weakly majorized by b [16, p. 10], and we will write 
a -<-< b, if 
k k 
Ea,  Eb , ,  
i=1 i=1 
k=1,2  . . . . .  
I f  a is a given partition, we can define the conjugate partition Fz as that 
whose ith component is 
~, := Card{j:  aj >~ i}, i = 1,2 . . . . .  
DEFINITION 0.1 [20; 9, Section 6.2]. Let A, A ~ C "x" and B, B 
C "×m. We will say that the matrices [A, B],[A, B] ~ C "x('~+m) are block 
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similar, and we will write [ A, B ] = [ A, B ], if there exist matrices P ~ GI,,(C), 
Q ~ Glm(C), and R ~ C ' '×' '  such that 
p-t 0 ] 
P[A ,B]  R Q ~ = [A ,B] .  
Let A ~ C " ×" and B ~ C " ×'''. The integer numbers 
r I := rank B 
r j := rankSj  I (A ,B)  - rankS j  2(A ,B) ,  j =2  . . . . .  n, 
where 
S j (A ,B) :=[B ,  AB, A2B . . . . .  AJB], j= l  . . . . .  n -1  
S0(A,  B) := B, 
are called the r-numbers of the matrix [A, B]. If  k I >/k, 2 >/ --" >/k m are 
the controllability indices of [A, B], then (k~, k, 2 . . . .  ) and (rl, r 2 . . . .  ) are 
conjugate partitions; see [3; 9, Proposition 6.3.3, p. 199]. As usual, [A, B] is 
said to be completely controllable if and only if rank S,,_ i(A, B) = n. 
Let A = (aik) E C nxm and B ~ C pxq. We define the Kronecker 
product by 
A ® B := (a ikB)  ~ C '~p×mq 
For a matrix X ~ C p x q we write 
Ix lX= i ' Xp 
where x i = [ xil . . . . .  Xiq], i = 1 . . . . .  p, are the rows of X, andwe define the 
vec operator as follows: 
vec :gpxq  ~ Cpqxl  
x . . . . .  x , , ]  
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This operator and the Kronecker product are closely related in the following 
way: 
LEMMA 0.2 [10, 13, Proposition 4, p. 410]. I f  A ~ C a×m, X ~ C "×t', 
and B ~ CP ×q, then 
vec(AXB) = ( A ® B 7") vec X. 
The nullity of a matrix M ~ C p × q will be denoted by u(M).  
DEHNITION 0.3 [9, Chapter 13, p. 387]. Let ~ and ~t" be subspaces of 
C". We define the gap metric between S a and ~r  as 
O(_~, ~)  .-= l ied -  e~ll, 
where P_~ and P~r are the orthogonal projectors onto .~  and t¢, respectively. 
Here we use the operator norm for matrices, 
IIAII := max IIAxll2 
Ilxl12= i 
for a complex matrix A, where I[" [12 is the Euclidean norm. 
A function f from C p × q into ~ is said to be upper semicontinuous at 
A ~ C P × q if for every real number e > 0 there exists a real number ~ > 0 
such that if B ~ C p×q and IIA - BII < 3, then f (B )  <f(A)  + c. We will 
extend this idea to functions from a topological space into the set of the 
subspaces of a vector space. To this end, we will define, as in [4], [5], or [12], 
the upper limit for sequences of subspaces. 
Let G(V)  be the metric space, with respect o the gap metric, of all the 
subspaces in any finite-dimensional complex vector space V. I f  {~l~,,}~= 1 is a 
sequence of elements of G(V),  we define 
lira sup /~ 
to be the set of all subsequential limits of sequences of vectors {v,}~= 1 with 
v n ~ '~ for all n. That is to say, v ~ lim sup ~¢~ if and only if there is a 
subsequence {vnk}~= l of {v,}~= 1,with v n ~Jt'~ for all n, such that v,~ --* v as 
k ---~ O9 
The subset lim sup .¢t'~ of V is not necessarily a subspace (see [4]). 
Motivated by Theorem 2 of [17, p. 150], we give the next definition (see 
also [5, 12]). 
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DEFINmON 0.4. Let q~ : E ~ G(V)  with E a topological space. I f  for 
every sequence of points {x,,}~,= t in E such that x,  --* x ~ E one has 
l imsup ~p(x,,) c q~(x), 
then ~p is said to be upper semicontinuous at x. 
1. SOME RESULTS ABOUT PARTIT IONS 
In this section we give some results about partitions that we will use in 
later sections. First, we will state a known result (see [15, 16]), and to this end 
we need the next definition. 
DEFINITION 1.1. Let a = (a  I . . . . .  a,,) and b = (b  1 . . . . .  b n) be parti- 
tions of an integer such that a -< b. We will say b is obtained from a by an 
elementar~j transfi)rmation if there exist j ,  k ~ {1 . . . . .  n}, j < k, such that 
a~ =b i  for all i # j ,k ,  b j=a J  + 1, bt =a  k -  1. 
LEMMA 1.2 [15, p. 9; 16, p. 21]. I f  a and b are distinct partitions and 
a -< b, then b can be derived f rom a by a finite number of elementary 
transfi~rmations. 
Let n and m be positive integers. We will designate by ~,~,, the set of the 
partitions of n. 
Let 
Q :={r=(r  1 . . . . .  r , , )~" lm>~r l>~ ... >~r, >~O,r ,+. . .+r , ,<~n},  
and f :  Q ~ N be the function defined by f ( r )  = mr I + rlr, 2 + "" +r,, if,,. 
In the following lemmas we will determine the maximum of this function and 
the point where this m~edmum is attained. 
LEMMA 1.3. Let r = ( r  t . . . . .  r,)  and r '  = (r' 1 . . . . .  rl,) be partitions' of  
9,, ¢~ Q such that r '  is obtained f rom r by an elementary transfi)rmation. 
Thenf ( r )  < f ( r ' ) .  
Proof. By the definition of elementary transformation, there exist j, k 
{1 . . . . .  n}, j < k, such that 
r i =r ;  for i4=j ,k ,  r~ =t )+ 1, r~ =r  k -  1. 
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We must consider two possibilities for the difference k - j .  They are 
k - j>  land  k - j=  1. 
(i) If k - j  > 1, by a straightforward computation we can see that 
f ( r '  1 . . . . .  r ' , )  - f ( r  1 . . . . .  r , , )  = ( r j _  1 - rk_ l )  -{- ( r j+  1 --  rk+l ) .  
(ii) I f  k - j  = 1, then the difference is 
f ( r '  1 . . . . .  r ' )  - f ( r  1 . . . . .  r , )  = ( r j _  1 -- rk_ l )  "]- ( r j+  1 --  rk+~) - 1. 
From j <k ,  we have j -  l<k-  1 and j + 1 <k  + 1, and conse- 
quently 
r j -1  >J rk 1 and rj+ 1 >/rk+ 1. 
( I f j  = 1, then r j _ l  =ro :=m,  and  m>~r k_ l . I f k  =n,  weput  r k+l :=0,  
and rj+ 1 >~ 0.) 
Now, we are going to see that these two inequalities are strict. First we 
r~'ll see that r j_l  >r J -  I f  r 2_1=r .  then rj =r j+  1 =r j _ l  + 1 > r j _ l  = 
-1, and this is a contradiction wiJa' rj 1 ~ r; .  Therefore rj 1 > rj. 
But from j < k, it follows that j ~< k - 1; then r j _ l  > rj >~ r k_ l ,  and 
consequently, r j_  1 > rk -1 .  
Analogously, we can prove that rj+ 1 > rk+l ,  and therefore in (i) and (ii) 
we have f ( r )  < f ( r ' ) .  • 
I f  c and d are the quotient and the remainder in the Euclidean division 
of n by m, we state: 
LEMMA 1.4 .  max r ~ p f ( r )  = mn.  Moreover ,  /f r = ( r  1 . . . . .  r , )  ~ Q, 
then  f ( r )  = mn i f  and  on ly  i f  r~ . . . . .  r c = m,  rc+ 1 = d,  re+ 2 . . . . .  
r,, = 0. 
Proof .  I f  r ~ Q, then 
f ( r )  = mr  1 + r l r  z + ... +r , , _ l r , ,  <~ mr  1 + mr  2 + ... +mr,~ 
= m(r  I + "" +rn)  <~ mn.  
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( c ) ,: 
r °= m . . . . .  m,d ,O  . . . . .  0 ~Q and f ( r  °) = mm+. . .+mm +rod  
= m( mc + d)  = mn. 
Then 
maxf ( r )  = ran. 
r~Q 
Now we are going to see that r ° is the only point in Q such that 
f ( r )=mn.  I f  r=( r~ . . . . .  r , )~p\~, , ,  then ~=l r i  <n  and f ( r )  <~ 
m(r  1 + "" +r  n) < mn. Therefore f ( r )  =mn implies r ~9, .  On the other 
hand, it is obvious that r ° majorizes any partition of n in Q. Then by 
Lemmas 1.2 and 1.3 we have f ( r )  <f( r  °) for all r ~ , ,  such that r ¢ r °. 
Now let n~, m i (i = 1, 2) be positive integers, and let us define the sets 
Qi := {(tl . . . . .  t , )  ~ N"'lm~ >~ t 1 >~ "" >~ t,,, >/0, t 1 q-  " ' "  +tn, ~< ni}, i = 
1, 2. We define the function g :Q1 × Q2 -o N by 
g( r , s )  =mar  j +s i r  2 + "" +s,,, ]r,,~, 
with r=( r  1 . . . . .  r~)~Q1,  s =(s  I . . . . .  s ,2 )~Q2,  and s j :=0 i f j  > n 2. 
In the following lemmas we will determine the maximum of this fimction 
and the points where this maximum is attained. 
LEMMA 1.5. Let r , r '  ~ Q1 and s ,s '  ~ Q2 such that r '  and s' are 
obtained f rom r and s, respectively, by an elementary transformation. Then 
g(r,  s) ~ g(r ' ,  s'). 
Proof. Let r = (r  1 . . . . .  rn), s = (s I . . . . .  s,,~), r '  = ( r '  1 . . . . .  r~ l l )  , S t = 
(s' 1 . . . . .  s',2). There exist indices 1 <'% jl < k] ~ nl, 1 <'%j2 < k2 <~ n2, such 
that 
r~ =r [  if i * j l ,  k,, rj, =r j ,  + 1, r~, =rk ,  - 1, 
si=s'~ if i # j~,  k~, s~ = ~j~ + l ,  ,¢~ = sk~ - l .  
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We can prove the inequal i ty of  this lemma showing two inequalit ies, for 
example,  g(r, s) <~ g(r ' ,  s) ~ g(r ' ,  s') :  
g( r ' , s )  -g ( r , s )  =Sj l _ l ( r j ,  ~t_ 1) "÷'Skt l ( rk l -  1) - -8 j I _ I F j , - -Sk i _ i rk ,  
= Sjl_ 1 -- Ski_ 1 >1 0, 
since j l  < kl  impl ies j l  - 1 < k 1 - 1 and therefore s j _  1 >~ sk_  1. Analo- 
gously, we can see that g(r' ,  s') - g(r ' ,  s) >~ O, too. Then  g(r, s) ,~ g(r s ). 
In this case, the inequal i ty is not necessari ly strict. This can be seen by the 
following: 
EXAMPLE. I f  r = (2, 2, 2, 1, 1, 0 . . . .  ), S = (2, 1, 0), r '  = (2, 2, 2, 
2, 0 . . . .  ), and s '  = (3, 0, 0), with m 1 = 2 and m2 = 3, we have 
g( r , s )  =3×2+2×2+1×2=12 and 
g( r ' , s ' )  =3  ×2+3 ×2= 12. 
LEMMA 1.6. Let r, r' ~ Q1 and s, s' ~ Q2 such that r -~-< r' and 
s -<-< s'. Then g(r, s) <~ g(r ' ,  s'). Moreover this inequality is strict i f r  ,t r' 
and s -Z s'. 
Proof. To prove this lemma we are going to consider  the four possibil i-  
ties for r, r ' ,  s, and s' with respect  to major izat ion and weak majorization. 
These possibi l it ies are: 
(i) r<r 'ands~s ' ;  
(ii) r -< r '  and s -<-< s', but s -~ s' ;  
(iii) r -<-< r '  but  r -~ r ' ,  and s -< s' ;  
(iv) r -<-< r '  and s -<-< s ' ,  but  r -~ r '  and s -~ s ' .  
In case (i), by Lemmas 1.2 and 1.5 we can conclude that g(r, s)<<, 
g(r ' ,  s'). 
Case (ii): Let  r = (r 1 . . . . .  rn), s = (s I . . . . .  Sn~), r '  = ( r '  1 . . . . .  r'n), s '  = 
(s' 1 . . . . .  s',~). From s -<-< s '  and s -~ s '  we have that 
k k 
Es,-< Es:, 
i=1 i=1 
n 2 n2 
Es, < Es:. 
i=1 i=1 
k=l  . . . . .  n2-1 ,  
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Therefore, there must exist an integer h ~ {0 . . . . .  n, 2 - 1} such that 
it n2 h + 1 
Es :~< Es /  < E s;, (1.1) 
i= l  i=1  i= I  
where we define E~'= 1s'i := 0 if h = 0. 
¢ t t Let /3 = Y~'-~- 1si - -  Ehi= 1 Si' and s" = (sl, s2, . . . . .  ., sh,/3, 0, , 0). From 
(1.1) it follows that /3 <s i ,+p Moreover s -<s" ,  and by case (i) we 
have that g( r ,  s) <~ g( r ' ,  s") .  On the other hand, g( r ' ,  s ' )  - g ( r ' ,  s " )  = 
. . . . . .  and ' >~ 0. Then sh+ lrh+2 + "" +sn, lr,,, -- /3rh+ 2 >/ 0, since /3 < Sh+ 1 rh+~ 
g( r ,  s) <~ g( r ' ,  s ') .  
The proof of case (iii) is similar to this last one, and we will omit it. 
Case (iv): if we consider the partition s" from case (ii), we have 
r -<-<r '  and s -<s"  -<-<s'; 
then, by (ii) and (iii), 
g(r, s) g(r', s") s'). 
Furthermore, in this last case the inequality is strict. To prove it we 
consider the partition s" from (ii) and another one r" such that r" = 
( r '  1 . . . . .  r'j, a ,  0 . . . . .  0), where j is the integer 0 ~<j ~< n~ - 1 that verifies 
j n I j+ l  
Er ;~ Er i<  Er [  (1.2) 
i=1  i=1 i=1 
and 
n; j 
a= Er~-  Er ; .  
i=1  i=1 
For these h and j from (1.1) and (1.2) we can consider three possibilities: 
(1) j <~ h, and then g( r ' , s ' )  - g ( r " ,  s " )  = s ' j r j+ 1 + "" +s', ,_ lr~, ~ - 
s~ a > 0, since by (1.2) we have a < r~+l, and by j ~< h we have s5 >~ s' h >~ 
S'h+l >/3>/0 .  
(2) j = h + 1, and then g( r ' ,  s ' )  - g ( r " ,  s " )  = Sh+lrj+l' ' + 
" ' "  +s ' ,q_ l r~,  l - -  flOe > 0,  since /3 < s'h+ 1 and a < r;+ 1. 
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(3) j > h + 1, and  then  g( r ' ,  s ' )  - g ( r " ,  s")  = s'h+lr~,+2 + 
_{_ r r t t 
• "" Sn_ l rn t  - -  /3 rh+ z > O, since /3 < Sh+ 1, and by j  >~ h + 2 we have that 
¢ ! t rh+ e >~ rj >1 r3+ 1 > ot >10. 
Therefore in all three cases it occurs that g(r,  s) <~ g(r", s") < g(r ' ,  s'). 
LZMMA 1.7. Let c~ and d~ be the quotient and the remainder of  the 
Euclidean division of  n i by m~, i = 1, 2. Then: 
(i) I f  c z >~ cl, then maX(r . s )~Q,×p e g( r , s )  = nlrns, and moreover, 
g(r,  s) = n~,n e i f  and only i f  r ~9,~. with l eng( r )  = l~ ~< c z + 1 and 
l j -  1 ) 
S ~ I1~ 2 , . . . ,  m z , s l~ , . . . ,  sn2 . 
(ii) I f  c 2 = c 1 - 1, then nlax(r ,s)~Ql×Q 2 g(r,  s) = c lmlm 2 + d id  2, and 
g(r,  s) = c lmlm 2 + d id  2 if  and only if  
= = , ; :  . . . .  o)  r (ml , .~ ' . ,ml ,d  1 . . . .  0,.  O) and s (m 2 ,m2,d2 ,0 , ,  
(iii) I f  c 2 < c I - 1, then max(r,~)~Q,×Q 2 g( r , s )  = ml(n 2 + m 2) and 
g(r, s) = ml(n 2 + m 2) if  and only if  s ~ , ,2  with leng(s) = 12 ~< cl - 1 
and 
12+ 1 ) 
r ~ ml , . . . , In l , r l2+2, . . . , rn j  . 
Proof, To determine the maximum of g, by Lemma 1.6 it suffices to 
calculate g(r  °, sO), with 
t cl ) / c2 ) 
r ° = m 1 . . . . .  m 1 ,d  1,0 . . . . .  0 and s o = m e . . . . .  m 2 ,d  2 ,0  . . . . .  0 , 
since r ° and s o are maximal points in Q1 and Q2, respectively, with respect 
to weak majorization. We are going to calculate g(r  °, s °) in the three stated 
cases. 
(i): c 2 >i cl, 
¢1 
g( r  °, s o ) = m2m 1 + ... +m2m I + m2d 1 = m2(c lm 1 + d l )= m2n 1. 
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C I 
g( r  °, s °) = m2m I + ... +mere  1 + d.2d 1 = c lmlm2 + d id  ~. 
( i i i ) :  c 2 < c I - -  1, 
c2+ [ 
g( r  °, s o ) = m2m 1 + ... +m2m 1 + d2m 1 = mj (m2c  2 + d e + me)  
= ml(n2 + m~). 
Now, we will characterize all the points where g takes the maximum 
value in each case. 
(i): c 2 >~ c 1. Let  r ~:~,,,  with leng( r )  = 11 < c2 + 1, and 
ll_1 ) 
S = ~)22 , . . . ,  ~7/2 ,S l t , . . . ,S r t  2 . 
Then g( r ,  s) = m2(r  1 + "" +rz ) = m2n ,, since r ~9, , .  
Conversely, let r = ( r  I . . . . .  rz,, 0 . . . . .  0), s = (s l . . . . .  s, ,) ,  and suppose 
g ( r ,  s) = n lm 2. But 
g( r , s )  = m2r  , +s i r  2 + ' "  +st, lrl, <~ mz( r  I +""  +r , , )  <<.men ,, (1.3) 
and if  the last inequal ity in (1.3) is an equality, then necessari ly r 1 + "" + 
rtl = nl ,  that is to say, r ~ , ,~;  if the first inequal ity in (1.3) is an equality, 
then necessari ly s~ = m, 2, 1 ~< i ~ 11 - 1. 
On the other  hand, from n 2 =mzc  2+d 2 with 0~<d 2 <m 2 we can 
deduce that 11-  1 ~<c 2 and l 1 ~c ,  2 + 1. Therefore  r and s are as we 
stated. 
(ii): c 2 = cj - 1. In this case we must prove that the maximum holds only 
at ( r  ° ,s° ) .  First we will prove that r must be equal  to r °, since r 
r ° implies g( r , s  o ) <c lmlm 2 +d id  2, and g( r , s )~g( r , s  o ) Vs  ~ Q2, 
because s << s °. 
Let  r = ( r  1 . . . . .  re, , re,+1 . . . . .  rn ) .  I f  r ¢ r ° then re, < m I or 
rc,+1 < d~. 
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Suppose rc~ < m 1. Let  a i = m 1 - r~, i = 1 . . . . .  c x. We have that a~ >/0,  
1~<i  ~<c l -  1, and ac~ > 0. Then  
c i  
r~ 1+ 1 <dl + ~ ~i, 
i=1  
since 
c 1 + 1 ct  
E rj = E (ml  - ai) + rc,+l ~< talC1 + dl ;  
j= l  i=1 
then 
g( r , s  °) = m2(r  1 A- ... +rc, ) + derc~+l 
cl ( c )  
<<, m2 E (m~ - u~) + d2 d, + E a~ 
i=1  i=1 
C I C 1 
= c lmlm 2 - m e ~_, ai + d2d 1 + d 2 ~_~ ai < c lmlm 2 +d id  2, 
i=1  i=1 
since d z < m 2 and ~]~L x ai  > 0. Therefore  rc~ must be equal  to m a. 
Suppose now rc~+l < dl;  then, evidently, g ( r ,  s °) = m2(r 1 + "" +rc~) + 
d2rc,+l < c lmlm 2 + d id  2. Then rc~+l must be equal  to d 1. And r~l = m 1, 
rc~ + 1 = dl  impl ies r = r °. 
Similarly, we can prove that s must be equal  to s °. 
(iii): c 2 < c I - 1. Analogously to case (i), we can see that g takes its 
max imum at ( r ,  s) if  and only if s ~n2 with leng(s)  = l 2 < c 1 - 1 and r 
have at least 12 + 1 components  equal  to m 1. We will omit  this proof. • 
2. A LOCAL CRITERION FOR BLOCK S IMILARITY .  
STRUCTURAL STABIL ITY  
In this section, we extend a result of S. F r ied land [7, Theorem 1.22.9, 
p. 95] about a local cr i ter ion for similarity of  complex square matrices to the 
block similarity of complex rectangular  matrices. Also, we obtain, in new 
ways, known results [11, 18] about the structural ly stable points with respect  
to the block similarity equivalence relation. 
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Let [A~, B~], [A2, Be] ~ C "x('+''), with AI, A.~ ~ C ''x''. It is easy to 
see that the equation 
[el, BIll x O 1 - x[e2, B2]= [0, O], (2.1) 
with (X ,Y ,Z)~ C"X"x  C"X"x  C rex'', plays an essential role for the 
block similarity of these two matrices: [ A,, B, ] isblock similar to [ A 2, B. 2 ] if 
and only if Equation (2.1) has a solution (X, Y, Z) with X and Z invertible 
matrices. By this reason, we are interested in the kernel of the linear map 
°1 (x,Y,z) [A,, <1 y 
from C "xn X C 'n×" X C "×' '  into C "x('+' ' ' )  We denote by 
u([ A 1, B 1 ], [A 2, B2]) the nullity of this map (defined as the dimension of its 
kernel). 
In [1, assertion (1.4)] we can see a justification for the following: 
PROPOSITION 2.1. I f  [ A~, B 1] = [A2, B2], then 
u([A, ,  B, I , [A~, B~I) = u([ Al, B,] , [A2,  B2]). 
This last equality is not sufficient to guarantee the block similarity of 
[A 1, B 1] and [A 2, B 2] (see [i]), but it is suffieient if the matrices are close 
enough to one another. This result is implicit in the following theorem about 
similarity of square matrices, which is due to Friedland: 
THEOREM 2.2 [7, Theorem 1.22.9, p. 95]. Let A E C "x''. Then there 
exists a neighborhood ~ of A such that if A' ~ ~ and u( A, A) = u( A, A'), 
then A' is .similar to A. 
Here, u(A, B) denotes the dimension of the kernel of" the linear map 
from C" ×" into itself, X -+ AX - XB, with A, B ~ C" × ". 
Before stating and proving an analogous theorem concerning to the block 
similarity of rectangular matrices, we set up some notation for the rows and 
the columns of the Kronecker product of two matrices. 
Let A ~ C'"x", B ~ Ct'Xq. If P = A ® B, then a generic element of P 
has the form 
a~.bfl, with 1 ~<i ~<m, l~<j  ~p,  l~<k ~<n, and l~h ~<q. 
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We will denote the rows and the columns of P by pairs of integers, and 
we will arrange them in the lexicographical order. There are mp rows and nq 
columns in P. If we designate by Pfi,jxk,to the element of P placed at row 
( i , j )  and column (k, h), we have that 
]9(i,j)(k,h) = aikbjh. 
To denote a minor of order r of P we will specify its r rows and 
columns. Let a := {(il, j l) . . . . .  ( i t , j r)} and /3 := {(k 1, h 1) . . . . .  (k,, hr)} be 
the sets of indices of those rows and columns, lexicographically ordered in 
increasing order. We will denote the minor of P corresponding to the rows of 
ot and the columns of/3 by P[ a I/3 ]. 
THEOREM 2.3. Let [ A, B] ~ C "×('+''). Then there exists a neighbor- 
hood 7/- of [ A, B] such that, if [ A', B'] ~ 7/" and v([ A, B],[A, B]) = 
v([A, B],[A' ,  B']), then [A', B'] = [A, B]. 
Proof. The matrix equation (2.1), where the coefficients are [A, B] and 
[A', B '], is equivalent to the system 
AX + BY - XA' =0,  
(2.2) 
BZ - XB' = 0, 
and by Lemma 0.2, the system (2.2) is equivalent to the equation 
A ® I,, - I. ® A 'r  B ® I. 
- I .  ® B '~" 0 
0 1[ vec(x) ] 
: 
B I,. Lvec(Z ) 
To simplify the notation, we will denote by A' the coefficient matrix of 
(2.3), and by A the analogous matrix obtained from (2.3) if we replace A' and 
B' with A and B respectively. 
The dimensions of A and A' are (n 2 + nm) x (n 2 + nm + me). 
As above, for denoting all the rows and columns of A (or /~') we will 
consider the sets of pairs F and C respectively. If we distinguish the pairs 
corresponding to the n 2 first rows or columns by the subindex 1, the 
pairs corresponding to the following nm rows or columns by the subindex 2, 
and the pairs corresponding to the last m 2 columns by the subindex 3, we 
arrange the sets F and C so that (-,-)i precedes (-,-)j whenever i < j. The 
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order considered between pairs of the same subindex is the lexieographical 
( ) l i e .  
Suppose rank~ = r. This means that there exist sets ce and /3 in F and 
C respectively, both with cardinality r, and such that 
det~[~l/3]  ~ 0. 
By a continuity argument, it can be proved that there exists a neighbor- 
hood of g /o f [A ,  B] such that if [A', B'] ~ ff then 
deta' [~l /3]  ~ 0. 
From now on let us suppose, moreover, that 
v ( [A ,B] , [A ,B] )  = v( [A ,B] , [A ' ,B ' ] ) ;  
this is equivalent to 
rank/~ = rank/~' = r. 
Now, consider the set of r equations, drawn from (2.3), that correspond 
to the set c~. This system has n 2 +nm + m z unknowns, and it is equivalent 
to (2.3); that is to say, both have the same set of solutions. 
Next, we pass the terms in unknowns corresponding to the set /3'; (the 
complementary set of/3 in C) to the other side, and so we obtain a Cramer 
system of r equations and r unknowns, the unknowns corresponding to the 
set /3. We assign to the unknowns corresponding to the set /3': := C \ /3  the 
values 
Xi j  = (~ij if ( i , j ) l  ~ /35 and xij i sane lementof  X, 
zij = 8~j if ( i , j )3  ~ /3~: and zij is ane lementof  Z, (2.4) 
yij = 0 if ( i , j ) z  ~/3~ and Yij is an element of Y. 
[Let us observe that the indices of vee(X) are of type ( . , . ) l ,  those of vec(Y ) 
are of type (-,'),2, and those of vee(Z) are of type (','),3.] By (2.4), 
the matrices 
o1 [, and 0 I,~, 1
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coincide at the elements corresponding to indices of/3 c. Then the Cramer 
system has a unique solution; joining to this solution the values assigned in 
(2.4), we obtain a unique solution of (2.3) (or of the initial matrix equation), 
which we denote by 
(X([  A', B ' ] ) ,Y([  A', B']) ,  Z([ A', B ' ] ) ) ,  (2.5) 
since it depends on [A', B'] ~ {[A, B] ~ ~/Iv([A, BI, [A, B]) = 
v([A, BI,[A, B])}. 
By Cramer's rule, the solution (2.5) is a continuous function o f [X ,  B']. 
Besides, given that 
(X([  A, B]), Y([ A, B]), Z([ A, B])) = (I,,,0, Ira), 
there exists a neighborhood 7/'c ~/ of [A, B] such that, if [A', B'] ~ 
and v([A, B],[A, B]) = v([A, B],[A', B']), then det X([A', B']) #: 0 and 
det Z([A', B']) 4: 0, and therefore [ A', B'] = [A, B]. • 
In the sequel, we give a characterization of the matrices that are 
structurally stable for the block similarity. 
DEFINITION 2.4 [19]. Let E be a topological space, and ~ an equiva- 
lence relation in E. The point a ~ E is said to be structurally stable for ~ 
if there exists a neighborhood of a contained in its equivalence class [a]. 
Let us recall now a fact about polynomials in several indeterminates: 
LEMMA 2.5 [14, Corollary 4.6, p. 192]. I f  the polynomial f E 
C[x 1 . . . .  =}'xP0] is not the null polynomial, then the algebraic variety {x 
CPl f (x)  does not contain any open ball in CP. 
THEOREM 2.6. Let [A, B] ~ C "x('+m). The matrix [A, B] is struc- 
turally stable for the block similarity if and only if u([ A, B ], [ A, B ]) = m 2. 
Proof. With the notation of the proof of Theorem 2.3, we denote by 
v(~) the nullity of N. Obviously we have that 
v(N) + rank /~=n 2 + nm + m 2, with rankN <~ n 2 + nm. 
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Let rank A = r. Then there exist ce c F and /3 c C such that their 
eardinality is r and 
detA[c~l/3] ~ 0. 
If [A, B] is structurally stable, then there exists a neighborhood 7/~ 
of [A, B] such that [A ' ,  B ' ]  ~ 7/~ implies [A, B] ~ [A', B']. Then, by 
Proposition 2.1, u(N)= u(~'). 
Suppose r < n "2 + nm.  The condition u(N) = u(~') is equivalent to the 
following: for all subsets 3, c F and 8 c C with cardinal r + 1, 
det A'[ 716 ] = 0. (2.6) 
For every T and 8 as above, the left side of (2.6) is a polynomial in 
[A', B']. There are 
of these polynomials. Tile N corresponding equalities (2.6) determine an 
alegebraic variety V of C" × (" + '" 
Then [A', B'] ~ 7/j implies [A', B'] ~ V; that is to say, 
~ ,cV .  
But, by Lemma 2.5, this is not possible; therefore r must be equal to 
n "2 + r im, and then u(A) = m 2. 
Conversely, if u(/~) = m e, then rank~ = n 2 + nm. By the lower semi- 
continuity of the rank, there exists a neighborhood ~ of [ A, B] such that if 
[A', B'] ~ ~ 7~ then rankA' = n 2 + nnt.  Therefore, u(A) = u(A'). 
On the other hand, by Theorem 2.3, there exists a neighborhood 75 of 
[ A, B ], such that if [ A', B '1 ~ ~ and u(A) = u(N'), then [ A, B ] = [ A', B ']. 
Take ~' := ~'5~ 75", we obtain thus a neighborhood of [A, B] such that 
[A', B'] ~ ~' implies [A, B] = [A ' ,  B ' ] .  Therefore, [A, B] is structurally 
stable. • 
Finally, we are going to obtain another known characterization (see [11, 
Theorem 5.1, p. 76] or [18, Proposition 3.4, p. 472]) of the structurally stable 
matrices. To this end we need a result of [1] which gives an expression for 
u([ A1, B 1], [ A2, B~ ]) in terms of the integer invariants for the bloek similarity 
relation. 
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LEMMA 2.7 [1, Theorem 2.2]. Let [A 1, B 1] ~ C "1×(' '+' ' ' )  and [A 2, 
B 2]~C "~×('~+m~) Let r 1 >~ "" >lr~ >~0 and s 1 >1 "" >>.s~ >>.0 be 
their r-numbers respectively, and J1 and Jz the matrices that are the Jordan 
parts" in their respective Brunovsky canonical forms. Then 
v([AI ,  B1],[A2, B2] ) = v( j i , j ,2)  + mi(n. 2 + m2) - ~_.s,_,r,, 
i=1  
t /3here  S 0 :=  m 2 . 
Letting c and d be the quotient and the remainder of the Euclidean 
division of n by m, we can state: 
THEOREM 9,.8. Let [ A, B] ~ C"×("+'"). Then u([ A, B],[ A, B]) = m2 if 
and only if the r-n mber  of [A,  B] r,  . . . . .  rc = m, re+,= d, 
re+ 2 . . . . .  r,, =0 .  
Proof. Let r) . . . . .  r C =m,  rc+ I =d ,  and rc+ 2 . . . . .  r,, =0be 
the r-numbers o f [A ,  B]. Then [A, B] is controllable, since E~__+~ r i = n i t  + 
d = n. Then, by Lemma 2.7, 
u ( [A ,B] , [A ,B] )  =m(mc+d+m) - (m 2 + f'' + m 2 +md)  =m 2. 
Conversely, if v([A, B], [A, B]) = m 2, then 
u( J , J )  + m(n  + m) -- ~ ri_~r i = m 2 ( r  o := m),  
i=1  
and this is equivalent to 
v( J , J )  +mn = ~. r i _ , r  i. 
i=1  
Taking into account that v( J , J )>~ o, by Lemma 1.4 we conclude that 
rj . . . . .  r e =m,  rc+ 1 =d,  rc+ 2 . . . . .  r n =0.  • 
REMAnK. The matrix [A, B] ~ C n×(n+m) is structurally stable for block 
similarity if and only if v(A) = (number of columns of ~)  - (number of rows 
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of A) = m 2. We have just seen that there exist matrices [A, B] such that 
. (A )  = m 2. 
Analogously, the matrix A e C n ×" is structurally stable for the ordinary 
similarity if and only if 
u( A, A) = number  of columns of ( A ® I,, - I n ® At )  
- number  of rows of ( A ® I,, - I,, ® A T) 
= n 2 - -  /12  = 0 .  
But in fact u(A, A) > 0 for every matrix A (see [8, Chapter 8, p. 225]). 
Therefore there are no structurally stable matrices for ordinary similarity. 
3. POINTS OF CONTINUITY  OF SOLUTION SPACES OF 
MATRIX EQUATIONS 
In this section we will determine the points of continuity of four maps 
with A, X ~ C "×'', (3.1) 
with A ~ C n×',  
B~C ' ' '×' ' ,  X~C "×''', (3.2) 
associated with four matrix equations. 
Consider the following matrix equations: 
AX-XA =0 
AX - XB = 0 
O] 
with [A ,B]  
(x,Y,Z) 
[A1, B1][ XY O] -X [A2  B2] 
with [ A i , S i ] 
(x,Y,Z) 
= [0, 0] 
C "× O' +''*) and 
C "x" x C '' 'x" x C '''×''' =: L ...... (3.3) 
= [o ,  o ]  
C "~×(',+'''), i = 1,2, and 
C 'q×'~ X C ' ' '× '~ X C ''~x''~ 
=: L ............. . (3.4) 
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Let us denote by G(V ) the metric space formed by all the subspaces of V 
with respect to the gap metric, where V is a finite-dimensional complex 
vector space. We will consider the following maps that associate with the 
coefficient matrices of Equations (3.1)-(3.4) their solution spaces: 
Com:C nx" ~ G(C"X"). 
A ~ {X ~ C"x" Ix  is a solution of(3.1)}; 
c : C,,×,, xe, , ,×m .--, G(CnX") ,  
( A ,B)  ~ {X ~ C"x ' lX  isasolutionof(3.2)}; 
Est:CnX(n+m) --. G(Lmn), 
[A, B] ~ {( X,Y,Z) ~ L,,,,,I( X,Y,Z ) isa 
solution of (3.3)}; 
E : C" ,x (n ,+" 'PxC "2x( '~+"2)  ---> G(L . . . . . . . . . . . .  2)' 
([ e 1, B1], [ ez ,B2]  ) '-> ( (X ,Y ,Z)  ~ L,,,,,,,,,,2,21 (X ,Y ,Z)  isa 
solution of (3.4) }. 
In [4] we can see, in another way, a characterization of the points of 
continuity of Com. By means of the vec operator defined in Section 0, and 
the Kronecker product, we can transform Equations (3.1)-(3.4) into the 
vector equations 
A ® I. - I,, ® A T 
-I,, ® B r 
(A  ® I,, - 1,1 ® AT)vec(X)  = 0, 
(A®I . , - [ .  ®BT)vee(X)  =0,  
lrvec(X) 0 
0 B @ I . , J [vec(Z)  
l[vec(X) 
° //vec(Y) 
B1 ® I"~J [vec(Z)  
B 1 ® I.~ 
0 
A I ®In~-- l . ,  @A~ 
--In, ® B r 
(3.5) 
(3.6) 
=[0] 
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Then, abusing notation and identifiying the spaces C "x q and C "t x 1 
put 
, we  can  
Corn(A)  := Ker(A ® I, - I,, ® At) ,  
C (A ,B)  :=Ker (A®I ,  -1, ,  ®BT) ,  
A ® I,, - I,, ® A r B ® I,, 
Est ( [a , /3 ] )  := Ker BT 
- I,, ® 0 
E([  A,, <] ,  [A~,/3~]) 
[ A~ ® I,~ - I,~ ® A~ B 1 ® I,, := Ker 
- - I , ,  1 ® B T 0 
(3.9) 
(S.m) 
o ] (3.H) 
B ® I,,, ' 
0] 
B 1 ® I,,, 2 
(3.12) 
To simplify the notation, from now on we will designate the last two kernels 
by Ker ~ and Ker/~ 12 respectively. 
In [9], one can see some results that are going to help us to characterize 
the continuity points of the previous maps. 
LEMMA 3.1 [9, Theorem 15.1.3, p. 446]. Let {A,,,}~,,=~ be a sequence of 
linear transfornuztions on C" that converges to a linear transfi~rmation A on 
C". Then Ker A contains the limit of every convergent subsequence of the 
sequence {Ker A,,,}~,,_ ~. In particular, if dim Ker A,,, = dim Ker A for every 
m = 1, 2 . . . . .  then Ker A,,, converges, and 
Ker A = lim Ker A, , , .  
In our cases, we try to characterize the points of continuity of kernels of 
linear maps that are a funetion Of more simple linear transformations. Thus, 
for example, we can consider the following compositions: 
A ~-~A ® I,, - I,, ®A T ~-+Ker(A ® I,, - I,, ®AT), 
(A, B) ~A ® I,,, - I,, ® B T ~Ker (A  ® I,,, - I,, ® Br), 
[A, B] ~-+~ ~Ker~,  
([A1, BI],[A2, B2]) ~-*&12 ~Ker~,  
and adapt Lemma 3.1 as follows: 
THEOREM 3.2. Let E be a topological space and A :E - - *  C p×q a 
continuous map. Let (tk} ~_ 1 be a sequence of points' of E that converges to 
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a point t o ~ E. Then Ker ,4(t 0) contains every subspace that is the limit 
of a convergent subsequence of the sequence {Ker A(tk)}~= ~. In particular, if 
dim Ker A(t k) = dim Ker A(t 0) for every k = 1, 2 . . . . .  then {Ker/~(tk)}~= 
converges and 
Ker/~ (to) = lim Ker/~ (tk) .  
k---~ cc 
In the proof of this theorem we will use two results that appear in [9]. 
They are the following: 
LEMMA 3.3 [9, Theorem 13.1.2, p. 389]. Let ,LP, ~ be subspaces in C". 
If O(S~, ~' )  < 1, then dim S "~ = dim ~'. 
LEMMA 3.4 [9, Theorem 13.4.2, p. 402]. Let ~'l, ~t~2 . . . .  be a sequence 
of m-dimensional subspaces in (~(C") such that O(Jft'l,, dr') ~ 0 as p ~ 
for some subspace Jr" c C". Then ~" consists of exactly those vectors x ~ C n 
for which there exists a sequence of vectors xp ~ C n, p = 1, 2 . . . . .  such that 
Xp ~, ,  p = 1,2 . . . . .  and x = limp_~o~ xp. 
Proof of Theorem 3.2 
For j = 1,2 . . . .  let Ker A(tkj) be a subsequence of Ker A(t k) that 
converges to some ~t" ~ G(Cq). Then, by Lemma 3.3, there exists a j0 ~ N 
such that for every j >~j0 we have that dim Ker A(tkj) = dim Jr'. By I~mma 
3.4, for every x E~¢" there exists a sequence of vectors xkj ~ Ker A(tkj) such 
that limj_~ xkj = x. As A(tkj)xkj = 0 and A is continuous, we have also 
A(to)x = 0, that is, x ~ Ker A(to). 
Assume in addition that dim Ker A(t k) = dim Ker A(t 0) for every k = 
1, 2 . . . . .  If the subs!~ace ~C~ c C q is a limit of a converging subsequencefrom 
the sequence {Ker A(tk)}~=l, then, by Lemma 3.3, dim ~= dim Ker A(to). 
From the first part of the theorem we know that ~ c Ker A(to). 8o actually 
= Ker A(t0). Hence, Ker A(t 0) is a limit of every converging subsequenee 
of {Ker A(tk)}~_ l. It follows, by the compactness of G(cq) (see [9, Theorem 
13.4.1]) that Ker A(t k) converges to Ker A(t o) as k -~ ~ (see [6, Proposition 
11-5-2 °, p. 33]). • 
REMARK. The first part of this theorem assures that Ker/~(.) is upper 
semicontinuous at every point t o ~ E, since Ker ,4(t 0) contains limsup 
Ker A(t k) for every sequence {tk}~= l that converges to t o (see Definition 
0.4). 
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THEOREM 3.5. Let E be a topological space and A: E ~ C vx't a 
continuous map. Then the map Kero A : E ~ G(C q) is continuous at t o ~ E 
if  and only i f  there exists' a neighborhood 77 o f t  o such that the rank of A( t ) 
is constant for  every t E 7~. 
Proof. Let W be a neighborhood of t o such that for every, t ~ ~,  
rank A( t )= rank 2~(t0); that is to say, dim Ker 2~(t)= dim Ker A(t o) for 
every t ~ ~'. Let tl, t, 2 . . . .  be a sequence of points of W" that converges to 
t 0. Then by Theorem 3.2 we have that Ker A(t k) converges to Ker A(to), and 
so Ker o e{ is continuous at t o. 
Conversely, suppose that Ker o A is continuous at t 0. Then, for a given e, 
0 < c < 1, there exists a neighborhood a/ of t 0 such that t ~ ~' implies 
O(Ker A(t), Ker ?~(t0)) < e. By Lemma 3.3 it follows that dim Ker A(t)  = 
dim Ker e{(t0), which is equivalent to rank A( t )= rank 2~(t 0) for every 
tE~' .  • 
By means of the next theorem we can characterize the points of continuity 
of the four maps we are studying. 
THEOREM 3.6. Let E be a topological space and A:E- -+ C t'xq a 
continuous map. Let u o := min t e ~: v( A(t )), and suppose that there exists a 
dense set D c E such that fi)r every t ~ D, v (A( t ) )  = v o. Then the map 
Kero A:  E --+ G(C q) is continuous at t o ~ E if and only if v(d~(t0)) = v 0. 
Pro@ Suppose v(A(t0)) > v 0. For every neighborhood ~( t  o) of t 0, 
there exists a t ~ D n ~( t  0) such that v(A( t ) )  = v o. Then, by Theorem 
3.5, Ker o A is not continuous at t 0. 
Conversely, if v(A(t0)) = v 0, by the upper semicontinuity of the nullity, 
there exists a neighborhood ~" of t o such that for every t ~ if, v(A(t))  ~< ~0. 
But as v 0 = mints E v(A(t)) ,  it must be that v(A( t ) )  = v 0, and therefore, 
rank A(t) = rank A(t 0) for every t ~ ft. Then, by Theorem 3.5, Kero d is 
continuous at t o. • 
Let us consider now our particular maps. We know expressions for the 
dimensions of the kernels given in (3.9)-(3.12), in terms of the integer 
invariants, for the similarity of square matrices in the eases (3.9) and (3.10), 
and for the block similarity of rectangular matrices in the eases (3.11) and 
(3.12). So, for example, in [2] we see the following expression: 
tk 2 (3.13) dim Com(A)  = ~[~ mki, 
k=l  i=1 
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where [(roll . . . . .  mlq) . . . . .  (mrl  . . . . .  l'rLrtr) ] is the Weyr characteristic of A. 
In [8, Chapter 8, p. 221] one can see the expression 
d imC(A,B)  = ~ ~ 6,j, (3.14) 
i= l j= l  
where 8ij := degree[gcd((A - At) p,, (A - /xj)qJ)], and where (A - Ai)P', i = 
1 . . . . .  r, and (A - txj)qJ, j = 1 . . . . .  s, are the elementary divisors of A and 
B respectively. Lemma 2.7 gives the expressions 
dimEst([A,  BI) =d imCom( J )  +m(n  + m)  - ~_ , r i _ l r  i 
i=1 
(3.15) 
and 
dim E( ( [A  1, Bx], [A z, B2])) = dim c( j1 , j2  ) + ma(n 2 + m2) 
n 1 
- E s i_ l r , .  (3.16) 
i=1 
It is clear that the minimum of (3.13) is equal to n, since ]~k=l ]~k--1 
mki = n and mk~ >~ 1 for i --- 1 . . . . .  tk, k = 1 . . . .  , r; hence, this minimum 
is attained if and only if mki = 1 for i = 1 . . . . .  t k, k = 1 . . . . .  r - - that is to 
say, when A is nonderogatory. Moreover, it is well known that the set of 
nonderogatory matrices is a dense set. 
The minimum of (3.14) is equal to 0, and it is attained if and only 
if o'(A) N cr(B) = 0 .  The set of pairs of matrices (A, B) with disjoint 
spectrum is also a dense set. 
The minimum of (3.15) is equal to m e (the number of columns minus the 
number of rows of A), and by Theorem 2.6 it is attained if and only if [ A, B ] 
is structurally stable. One can see from [11, Theorem 5.4, p. 78] or from [18, 
Proposition 3.4] that the set of structurally stable matrices is a dense set. 
Finally, the minimum of (3.16) will be attained when dim C(J1, J2) = 0 
71 1 and X]i= 1 s i - l r i  is as great as possible. Lemma 1.7 guarantees that at least for 
structurally stable matrices [A1, B1],[A2, B2] the minimum of (3.16) is 
attained; in some cases it can be attained for other matrices, too. 
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With these remarks and the notation of Lemma 1.7 it is easy to prove the 
following: 
THEOREM 3.7. I f  Corn, C, Est, and E are the above maps, then: 
(a) Corn is continuous at A o if and only if A o is nonderogatory. 
(b) C is continuous at ( A o, B o) if and only if cr( A o) C3 ~r( B o) = Q. 
(c) Est is continuous at [ A o, B 0 ] if and only if [ A o, B o ] is structurally 
stable. 
(d) (i) I f  c 2 >1 c~, then E is continuous at ([A °, B°],[A°.2, B°]) if and 
only if [A °a, B °] is completely controllable with first controllability index 
k~ ~ c 2 + 1, and [ A °, B °1 hc~s at least k~ - 1 r-numbers equal to me. 
(ii) I f  c 2 = c, - 1, then E is continuous at ([A~, BI'],[ A °, B~]) if 
and only if [ A °, B°I and [ A °, B °] are structurally stable. 
(iii) / f  c 2 < c 1 - 1, then E is continuous at ([ A~, B['], [A °, B~]) if 
and only if [A °, B ° ] is completely controllable with first controllability index 
kq <~ ca - 1, and [A1 ~, B °] has at least k'~ + 1 r-numbers equal to rn~. 
Pro@ In all four cases we can apply Theorem 3.6, since we have a 
dense subset of the domain of each map, where the nullity of the correspond- 
ing matrix--A ® I,, - I, ® A r, A ® I,,, - I,, ® B r, &, or Nl2--is as small 
as possible when the vector parameter t runs over the domain of the 
corresponding maps Corn, C, Est, or E. 
By the remarks previous to this theorem, it is easy to deduce that the 
stated points are the points of continuity of these maps. • 
REMARK. F. Puerta has mentioned to the authors that the sufficient 
condition of Theorem 3.5 follows from [21, IV-l-6, Example 3]. That result is 
also valid for differentiable or analytic maps. The key point of the arguments 
in [21] is the consideration of bundles on a differentiable manifold. 
Section 2 of this paper was presented by the second author at the 
Universities of Lisboa and Coimbra at the beginning of the summer of 1990. 
The authors" thank Professors J. A. Dias da Silva and E. Marques de Sd for 
helpful ideas. The authors also thank Professor F. Puerta for his comments. 
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